
Camera Snap Shot
  REFER TO www.DK17.com.au/PRODUCTS/CAMERAS for full details

THE BEST JUST GOT BETTER
Collaboration between dK17 and SJCAM now brings
you the latest D8 - DKAM Action Camera.
The renowned high quality, local supply and support of the DKAM 
Action Camera now comes with all the added features of the world 
leading action camera manufacturer SJCAM.

Just $279.00
 Includes Micro SD Card

BETTER THAN A GOPRO SESSION - YES WE THINK SO!
SJCAM M20 is the smallest SJCAM action camera to date. Packed full of smart 
features with plenty of user selectable modes, easy to use, and with in-built 
GYRO stabilization, provides excellent video footage in the harshest environment
Unlike the Hero Session, the M20 has a replacable battery and is supplied
complete from dK17 with a waterproof housing and Micro SD card.
The ultra-small M20 4k action camera is the first to use the SJ Remote, capable 
of receiving commands up to a distance of 10 metres. 
Use the new SJCAM ZONE App with social sharing and post-production tools! 
The new app for Wifi-powered SJCAM cameras is a whole new experience 
allowing you to easily share the action on Apple and Android devices. 

You wont buy better  $244.00
     Includes Micro SD Card

Considering a HERO 8 or 9 - THINK AGAIN

Just $318.00
 Includes Micro SD Card

DK17 High-Performance 32GB 
    microSDHC cards and SD card 
      adaptor (by SanDisk) makes it easy 
         to capture, playback & transfer files 

These premium memory solutions give you the speed and space you need to enjoy more of your favourite multimedia on the go.

   SanDisk 32GB Extreme Pro 
           Our most powerful and highest capacity

SD™ UHS-I memory card delivers maximum
speed for performance, reliability, and 

     uncompromising image and 4K UHD 
        video quality  with transfer speeds 
           up to 100 MB/s*

Take a look at our SJ7 STAR BLACK - truly a wonder with world leading AMBRELLA chipset, a
metal-body native 4K recording and state of the art 2-inch touchscreen for easier navigation.
The camera comes equipped with gyro stabilization and slow motion record,
time lapse and is sure to please any action recording enthusiasts.
This is really the camera everyone has been waiting for at 1/2 the 
price of anything comparable. 

$30.00 $38.00


